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Student Guide, June 2012 
 
Objectives: 
 You will learn how to measure lengths with ADI. 
 You will learn ways to measure areas with ADI. 
ADI is like Microsoft Word in that you can carry out many useful tasks without first learning all 
the many features the program offers. This activity will use an image of a leaf to illustrate how 
we can easily measure lengths and areas with ADI. The image also contains a ruler which allows 
us to set the length scale. 
1. Getting started.  Use the icon on your desktop to open Analyzing Digital Images. You will 
see the Introduction screen: 
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Click on the red Spatial Analysis button. This will give you a window for loading an image. 
Navigate to the ADI Sample Images folder on your desktop. Open leaf.jpg. This will lead to a 
window with three calibration methods for setting the length scale.  For this exercise, click on 
Scale Present in Image. We will discuss the other methods later. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Now follow the instructions on the screen to draw a line from the leftmost or 0 end of the ruler to 
the 5 mark, parallel to the edge. Enter 5 and cm in the boxes at the lower right and click on 
Done. 
2. Measuring lengths 
Click on Select Measurement Tool and select Line Tool. 
 Now click at the left end of the leaf where it is joined to the stem 
and drag to the tip of the leaf at the right. You will see the length 
of the leaf displayed along with some other data (see Length of 
Line circled in red in the screen shot on the next page). You can 
adjust the end points of the line by clicking and dragging them or 
by using the blue and red Adjust arrows in the green oval below. See how the length value 
changes as you adjust the end points. 
Now click at another point on the edge of the leaf and drag to the opposite side. You will see that 
length displayed. Do this a few times to get used to measuring lengths. 
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3. Measuring areas with the tools.   
Click on the Select Measurement Tool and select Rectangle Tool.  Click and drag to create a 
rectangle. The area will be displayed in the same location as Length of Line in the length 
exercise. The corners can be moved again by clicking and dragging or with the blue and red 
arrows. 
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The rectangle tool is not well suited to finding the total area of an irregularly shaped object such 
as a leaf. On the Select Measurement Tool menu, click on the Polygon Tool which is better for 
this purpose.  Now click on up to 25 points to create the corners of the polygon, finishing by 
clicking at or near the first point. The area will be displayed as before. 
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4. Measuring areas with Mask Colors 
This menu button allow us to identify all parts of a photo with the same color as a selected area. 
Click on Mask Colors. Next click and drag a rectangle within the leaf.   
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Now click on Show Mask. All the parts of the image with the same color as the sample are 
shown in black, and the corresponding area is on the lower right. (This process may be slow, so 
don’t be impatient!)  The result is circled on the lower right. 
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The result we got above is not quite right, since it includes a small contribution from the ruler. 
We can correct for this if we click on Spatial Analysis, select the rectangle tool, and draw a box 
around the leaf. The result is slightly smaller. 
 
 
